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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a region with boundary iiR in Euclidean 3-space and D a region 
((x, t): :F E R, t > 0} with closure 0. u(x, t) is the concentration of a diffusing 
substance in R which interacts with an immobile phase of concentration 
W(X, t). These concentrations are assumed to satisfy the coupled system of 
differential equations 
gjv2u - g = g = f (24, w) in D, (1) 
typical of those describing processes of diffusion coupled with chemical 
reaction [ 1, 21. At t = 0, u and w have given values u,, , w0 in R, and for all 
t > 0 u satisfies boundary conditions of the form 
9 f$ = h(x) (u - g(x, t)), XE~R, t >O. 
The function X(x) is assumed to be positive on aR, a/&z denotes differentia- 
tion along the inward normal to aR at N, and g(x, t) is given on the cylinder 
S = {(x, t): x E aR, t > O}. It is assumed that g(x, t) tends uniformly to g,(x) 
as t tends to infinity and defines 
h(“T t) = J’ [g,,(x) - g(.x, t)] dt, 
0 
which also converges uniformly on S to a function h,(x) as t tends to infinity. 
In this article we assume u, w converge uniformly to a steady state u, , 
w, satisfying 
vu, = 0, f (U.-n > w,) =o in R 
(3) . ,9 aurn 
- = h(x) (urn - gm(x)) on %R an 
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and derive ameasure for the time taken for such a sy-stemtoattainequilibriutn. 
Suitable smoothness conditions [5] imposed on i#R and the functions f, A, 
and g ensure the solvability of the Poisson problem, 
m2+, = U” + w. - u, - w, in R, 
y % 
(4) 
- = h(s) (& - h,(x)) an 
s E aR, 
where w, is assumed uniquely given by 
f(G) wx) =o in R. 
It is shown that, as t tends to infinity, 
.t 
J 4.~ t) dt - u,(x) t - 4&h s E aR. 0 
The time t = supz~R(~co(x)/~m(x)) is a convenient measure of the time it 
takes for the system (I), (2) to attain a steady state. 
First consider a simple case where f (u, w) = 0, D = p = 1, u. = 0, h(x) 
is infinite, and g(x, t) = 1 for M on iiR and t > 0. How long does it take u to 
diffuse into R and attain a new equilibrium value u = 1 in R? 
At any point x E R, we may treat U(S, t) as a distribution function derived 
from the density function au/i3 and satisfying the system of equations 
u = 0 in R at t = 0, u = 1 on 3R for t > 0. 
The function &(x) defined by 
&(x) = s,” t $ (x, t) dt = lox (1 - U) dt 
and giving the first moment of the density function may be considered to be 
a measure of when the action takes place at x during the diffusion process. 
Now since 
G2q5m=-~mC2udt=~~~=u(x,0)-u(x,co)=-l 
0 
and, for x on PR, 
4=(x) = 1,u (1 - u) dt = 0, 
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we see that & is given by the solution of the Poisson problem 
v2& = -1 in R, 4, = 0 on BR. 
This function may also be regarded as describing the asymptotic behavior 
of II since, as t tends to infinity, since the function 
ci(t)-jtu(t)dt=t+ j l)dt 
0 0 
is asymptotic to t - & . 
Physical significance may be ascribed to c&, as follows: Suppose the con- 
centration rise at a point x in R is monitored by measuring the total mass of 
diffusing matter U,(t) bleeding from a small sphere of radius E about x in 
time t, where the surface concentration on the sphere is maintained zero. If 
u, is the solution for this modified boundary value problem, we have (see 
13, P, 2471) 
UC N u _ F +; jom e-s2u [t - (’ ;-)2 ] ds + O(E), 
where T measures distance from the center of the hole. The highest order 
term in. E gives 
u(t) z kiiy z = j t u(t) dt, 
0 
where 
u,(t) E jot 477~~ 2 Ire< dt + O(c2). 
Thus, 
u(t) N t - &. 
This interpretation of C& relates it to the function & of a previous paper [4] 
on the flux of diffusing matter through boundaries. 
The analysis carried through for this simple example may be generalized 
in many ways. The details are sketched for the diffusion problem described 
in the Introduction. Suppose U, w is a solution of Eq. (l), subject to the 
boundary conditions (2) which tends uniformly in D to a steady state u, , 
w, as t tends to infinity, satisfying the boundary value problem (3). 
Define 
+ = jot [u&x) - u(s, t)] dt 
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so that 
and 
22 2 = h(x) jb [I& - g, - 24. + g] dt 
= h(x) [#I - h(x, t)] (x, t) E s. (6) 
Now u,, + ZO,, - u,, - w is continuous in B and tends uniformly there to 
u. + w(J - 11, - w, as t tends to infinity. Moreover, h(x, t) is continuous 
on S and converges uniformly to h(x). Hence, from a theorem on the asymp- 
totic behavior of solutions of Eq. (5) subject to (6), (see [5, Theorem 5, 
p. 167]), 4 tends to a function & uniformly in D where & is the unique 
solution of (4). 
Thus, 
s 
t 
u(x, t) dt h u,(x) t - +&). 
0 
THEOREM. If u, zu is a sofution of (I), (2) zcith u = u. , w = w0 at t = 0 
tending uniformlq~ in D to functions u, , w, , independent of t, which satisfy 
Eq. (3), then 
.t 
J 
u(x, t) dt N u,(x) t - &(x), s E R 
0 
where &(x) satis$es Eqs. (4). 
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